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The US governments 
ordered the housing 
corporations, Freddie 
Mac and Fannie Mae, 
to extend credit to 
low income families.

These held about half 
of all US mortgages. 
Banks treated their 
assets as triple A and 
passed them into the 
system.

When the “sub-prime” mortgages failed, they left a $1.2 trillion hole, 
scattered around the world’s banks. Banks feared to lend to each other: 
the credit crunch. States used enormous sums to support banks. 

States debt grew due to low tax receipts and stimulus spending. It also 
became clear that some European states had been grossly imprudent.
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the credit crunch. States used enormous sums to support banks. 

States debt grew due to low tax receipts and stimulus spending. It also 
became clear that some European states had been grossly imprudent.

Whilst banks were 
the conduit for the 
crisis, and had 
behaved with great 
ineptitude, they 
were not truly its 
origin. This was and 
is a debt crisis.
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The low cost sources of supply of food, energy and 
minerals have largely been exploited. Demand is often 
closely coupled to economic growth.
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The world ahead is predicated on efficiency in both 
production and consumption. The required investment 
will be driven by a mix of high prices and regulation
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Many of the public welfare provisions in the 
wealthy world were put in place to serve a 
demographically young population. 

Sales of diapers for adults exceeded those for babies in Japan in 2011

The cost of unfunded pensions in Europe and the US at current levels of 
commitment are comparable to the cost of WWII



Unsafe           Safe

The shortfall in unfunded countries will, of course, grow as 
numerous elderly voters seek additional support. Pension costs will 
be exceeded by more than twice by health and adult support costs



There is no coherent 
pattern of support 
planned across the 
industrial nations, 
with a near random 
scatter, as shown.
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other nations with demographic and financial difficulties. 
Efficiency and health advances can abate some of this.



The implication is that US historical rates (3.5%) could be cut to 
between 1.5% and no growth at all. Similar reductions apply to 
other nations with demographic and financial difficulties. 
Efficiency and health advances can abate some of this.

Due to the slow down, competition from low wage areas will 
arrive a decade earlier than expected in advanced industries. 
Nations will need to invest in human capacity, science and 
technology; plus relevant intangible infrastructure. 

Welfare budgets will be increasingly dedicated to care 
of the elderly. Adult welfare will be minimised, and 
many free services will be charged. Taxes will rise.

Political systems will be subject to 
intense, increasingly populist pressures
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Demographics in China are similar to those in the West

Massive savings against old age fuelled the second revolution

China has ten years to undertake six key tasks:

� Switch from export orientation to domestic consumption.
� Manage the politics of a state with a huge middle class
� Bring 7-800 million rural poor into the economic revolution
� Manage its environmental situation, and other quality of life issues
� Give citizens access to law, information; deliver state integrity
� Find a place for itself as a power in Asia and the World
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China
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Politics in the wealthy world

� The New Deal heritage is close to its end
� This and growing income inequality will be divisive
� Self-defeating responses attempt to cling to the past
� Positive responses must include socioeconomic renewal

What is “renewal”?
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They are centres for innovation and renewal





As wealth generating 
hubs, clusters offer 
higher wages. 
Property prices rise 
and the population 
tends to select for 
high earning, capable 
people. This reinforces 
the cycle.

The result is extremely focused 
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Neither nations nor regions have equal 
abilities to renew themselves

The governance and strategic 
needs of extremely small 
areas are completely 
different. Under unifying 
standards and national 
values, these will need to find 
their own way of dealing with 
complexity & competition.
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Politics is seen as a career and not a vocation. Personal advantage is 
thought usually to trump public good. In all studies of international trust, 
state corruption is the strongest correlate with distrust. 

The media have a vested interest in generating distrust and reporting scandal  
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The reason that this matters is that a broken political 
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indefinitely 

No grip acquired of the 
welfare-pensions issues, with 
a rhetoric of entitlement 
unchallenged

China runs into sociopolitical 
difficulties; regional tensions
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China fails to make its transition. Political dissent & unionisation 
raise manufacturing costs. Outsourced jobs are repatriated.

European financial problems reach a semi-permanent resolution. 
US growth picks up, and with it, confidence. Other EMs benefit 
from China’s crisis, particularly in Latin America. 

Supply-side inflation remains low. Hydraulic fracturing has a major 
impact on gas supply and so on energy prices.
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States are unable to borrow significantly. Some print money. All
turn to high taxation, redistribution, job and trade protectionism

Companies defer plans, awaiting clarity, worsening a bad situation

Economic growth is further deterred, tightening the spiral.

To the rest of the world, Western influence appears discredited
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To the rest of the world, Western influence appears discredited

Around 3.5 bn middle class people develop their own values 

These are not those of the Western liberal model

Political reaction to this will take a transnational scale

Many of the values in play revel in the West’s decline, and put 
forward aggressive alternatives. The global security system 
weakens, attitudes polarise and negotiations on issues such as 
the environment stall. 
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Schooling: around a quarter of 
the adult population of the US 
and UK are functionally illiterate. 
They make up four fifths of gaol 
inmates and half of the long 
terms unemployed. So why do 
schools in Norway under-perform 
and  those in Finland and China 
over-perform?

Health: why are there such 
great differences in both the 
proportion of GDP spent on 
health and in the longevity which 
this delivers?
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Life expectancy, years, both genders

The USA spends proportionately 
twice as much as the UK, but 
achieves worse outcomes. Japan 
has much better outcomes than 
the UK on identical proportional  
spending

Many other aspects of the New Narrative have already been covered: renewal, 
innovation. Whilst these are very important, what truly changes is attitude. 
Societies realise that successful models involve intense, near-wartime change. 
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We looked at 39 countries for which we had data 
on attitudes towards change, technology and 
entrepreneurship.  Seven variables stood out as 
being particularly significant:

� Actual levels of innovation in the economy

� Social perceptions of entrepreneurs

�Commercial perceptions of relevant skills

�Overall levels of education levels

� Acceptance of internationalism and trade

� Acceptance of social and economic reform

� Taxation and state spending as a percent of GDP



We looked at 39 countries for which we had data 
on attitudes towards change, technology and 
entrepreneurship.  Seven variables stood out as 
being particularly significant:

� Actual levels of innovation in the economy

� Social perceptions of entrepreneurs

�Commercial perceptions of relevant skills

�Overall levels of education levels

� Acceptance of internationalism and trade

� Acceptance of social and economic reform

� Taxation and state spending as a percent of GDP

The statistics explained 70% of inter=country variance.
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Adaptable, but with major state rigidities

Nations in wealthy stasis

Innovative nations with inflexible societies
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09.00-09.15     Introduction: participation and goals
09.15-11.00     Scenarios for 2025; general discussion
11.00-11.30     Coffee
11.30-12.30     Your views and concerns, expressed on Post-Its
12.30-12.50     Defining the core uncertainties and issues 
12/50-13.00     Assignment to syndicate, one per issue
13.00-13.30     Working lunch
13.30-14.15     Working in syndicate
14.15-14.55     Feedback and discussion
14.55-15.00     Closing remarks

Using the scenarios: 
a suggested workshop schedule

Note: scenarios are a tool, not an outcome. To get value from these scenarios, teams 
need to work on them so as to bring their message into the context of your own 
activity. This schedule is a minimal approach to this. 

People are asked to express what they have learned from the presentation in a few 
words on a PostIt. (There are typically three rounds of this, focusing on e.g 
customers, human resources, competition or as seems fit.) PostIts are arranged in 
loose collections on the wall. They are then clustered into four or five centres of 
weight. Syndicates are assigned to work through the implications of this centre of 
weigh to the business, or whatever is under consideration. Feedback should, ideally, 
seek to define further work that is needed to clarify these issues, and assign 
responsibility to deliver this information, to whom and when. 




